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America's Finest
Benchmade Knives

Knives for Hunters, Military Men and Adventurers
Oaks, Stags & Gunners

A trio of the finest knives made in the world. Four blade styles to choose from, each with the famous Ek full-length, full-width tang. The stag grips are rare India stag horn, hand ground to each blade. The Gunners are made from solid walnut, hand chequered for the best grip a knife ever had. The Oaks are resin-dipped solid American Oak, as durable as it is handsome. No other knives are so beautiful and useful at the same time. All knives include an OD web nylon sheath.

Blades Shown: Bowie Blade (#5)
Blade Steel: HCS-1718 Stainless
Re Harden: C57-59
Blade Length: 6-7 1/4
Overall Length: 13
Since 1941, Ek knives have been known for their quality and durability. In fact, Ek knives are the leading private-purchase military knives in American history. They are built to survive under the toughest use and conditions.

**Tested and Proven**

All Ek knives have been designed and tested for specific uses by some of the world's best known hunters, survivalists, military men and adventurers. They have also been battle-proven in four wars, from World War II to the Gulf. Their strength and quality are world renowned.

**More Steel**

Ek knives feature more steel than any other knife on the market today. The full-length, full-width tang means they won't let you down when you need them the most.

Well balanced and strong, HCS 1718 Steel gives you more knife for the money than any production knife in the world today. We guarantee it!

**Shaving Sharp**

Ek knives are shaving sharp. Literally. Each is hand-honed and tested by our best knifesmith before being delivered to you.

**Dedication**

At Ek, all our employees are concerned with giving you, our customer, the best knife money can buy. We have a toll free hot line (1-800-468-5575) to answer any questions you have regarding our knives. We want you to feel as good about our knives as we do, and we back all our knives with a 45-day guarantee. Try an Ek knife. If you don't think it's the best knife you can buy for the money, we'll refund every penny. That's how confident we are that you will be pleased.

**Hunters**

With 50 years of battle-proven experience and the advice of today's top sportsmen, Ek Knife Company is proud to introduce its new Ek Hunters. Handcrafted in four sizes for all field specialties, each blade features the classic Ek full-length, full-width tang for maximum strength and grip-heavy balance so the knife falls into your hand, not out of it. The trailing point blade design gives you a smooth, aggressive cutting edge for ease of use in delicate skinning. The grips are "Stamina-wood," impervious to heat, cold and shock.
**SOG Mark II**

The new Ek SOG Mark II combines the Vietnam SOG Bowie blade grind with non-slip neoprene rubber grips contoured in the Ek "Handprint" pattern. The tremendous gripping power combined with the strength of the Ek full-length, full-width tang, makes the SOG Mark II the most efficient update of one of the most classic knives ever created for the field.

**Blade Steel: HCS 1718 Stainless**
Re Hardness: 57-59
Blade Length: 6-7/8" Overall Length: 13"
Desert Patrol

Designed to take on the toughest of conditions, and Battle Proven by our troops in the Gulf War, each blade is bead-blasted and wrapped with 18 feet of 550 lb. tensile-strength parachute cord. The down-swept crossguard is coated in non-reflective Teflon, which is heat resistant. A tough series of knives tested and proven under the toughest of conditions.

Jungle Patrol

From the rice paddies of Southeast Asia to the level ten jungles of Central America, this knife has been through it all. The Ek 550 lb. tensile-strength "Paragrip," wrapped around 13 inches of solid stainless steel and makes a knife that can be used for dozens of purposes. A popular survival and fighting knife, this group is in a league of their own.

Desert Patrol Parachute Cord Grip shown with the double-edged stiletto, single edge stiletto and double-edged bowie blades and standard nylon sheath.

Jungle Patrol Parachute Cord Grip shown with the single-edge stiletto, double-edged stiletto and double-edged bowie blades and standard nylon sheath.

Australian Bushknife

Patterned after the famous original Australian Commando made in World War II, this updated version is more rugged and distinctive than the originals. The unique spear-point bowie blade makes it one of the most versatile camp and field knives on the market today. The solid American Walnut "birds-head" grip is contoured perfectly for the hand and finished with a water resistant coating that brings out the natural beauty of the wood. Sheath is saddle-grade handsewn leather, with belt loop and military-style bracket.
Hard Handle Boot Knives

Over seven inches of solid stainless steel goes into every Ek Boot Knife (pictured at left). The perfect size for camping, hiking or self defense. This full-tang design means they are the strongest in their class. Available with white or black micarta, or special walnut, the grip options are as durable as the blade itself. Ek Boot Knives provide the cutting power of a larger knife, at half the size and weight.

Trailblazer

New from Ek Knife Company, the Ek Trailblazer (pictured below) is the next generation of all-purpose field knives. Designed and tested in conjunction with both hunters and survivalists, this classic drop point may be the best field design since the bowie knife! Featuring the classic Ek full-length, full-width tang the Trailblazer is durable as well as functional. The neoprene grips provide non-slip gripping power on the best blade money can buy. Another classic design from the company that has been making quality knives since 1941.

The Pig Sticker and The Pig Bowie

A classic re-creation of a World War II knife known affectionately by G.I.s as the “Pig Sticker.” The Pig Sticker and Pig Bowie are remarkable knives in terms of quality and value. Solid Maple hardwood grips are riveted to a 3 1/16” thick piece of high carbon stainless steel. Razor sharp, these durable knives deliver in the most demanding of circumstances.
Survival/Fighter

A top choice of Military personnel and adventurers from all over the world, the EK S/F is designed to pull through when the chips are down and your life may depend on it. In a world full of compromise, this knife does not.

![Survival/Fighter Knives](image)

- Blade Steel: HCS 1718
- Stainless
- RC Hardness: 59
- Blade Length: 5
- Overall Length: 10

S-F Fighter Parachute Cord Grip shown with the single-edge stiletto, double-edged bowie and single-edge bowie blades and standard nylon sheath.

Warriors

A line of rugged, quality knives at prices anyone can afford. The Warrior series is available in two blade styles (pictured here) and several grip options. The blades are high carbon stainless that have been bead blasted for a non-reflective finish. Grip options include hardwood “Handprint” grips with three solid copper rivets, or our versatile “Paragrip” option. Comes with OD green web sheath.

- Blade Steel: HCS 1718
- Stainless
- RC Hardness: 59
- Blade Length: 5
- Overall Length: 10

Available in the following Parachute Cord Grips: Desert Camo, Olive Drab, Jungle Camo or Black. Blade styles available are the single edge bowie (#5) or the single edge stiletto (#3).
OSS/SOE Daggers

These World War II clandestine operation knives are authentic, fascinating examples of equipment from the world of intrigue. The blades were sewn behind coat lapels and pants pockets or carried in a business card case where they were undetected until needed. Hand-crafted by the H.G. Long Company, established in 1846 in Sheffield, England and supplier to Allied forces in World War II.

Blade Steel: Carbon
Sleeve Dagger:
  Blade Length: 3-1/2"
  Overall Length: 7"
Lapel Dagger:
  Overall Length: 5"
Thumb Dagger:
  Overall Length: 3-1/2"
Card Case Dagger: saddle-grade black leather use for your business cards, conceals the knife.

World War II Fighting Knives

Three classic reproductions of fighting knives that made history. The famous Fairbairn-Sykes fighting Knife with the highly diagonally chequered grip. The U.S. Marine Raider Stiletto, known as the knife that was “tempered in Hell” by the elite forces in the Pacific known as the Marine Raiders. The British Commando Fighting Knife designed specifically for hand-to-hand combat. The BC-41 includes a solid brass knuckle grip on one of the sharpest blades ever built. All three are rare, quality replicas available only through Ek Knife and H.G. Long.

Blade Steel: Carbon
F-5 Fighting Knife:
  Blade Length: 7"
  Overall Length: 12"
U.S. Marine Raider Stiletto:
  Blade Length: 7"
  Overall Length: 12"
BC-41:
  Blade Length: 5-1/2"
  Overall Length: 8-1/2"
Blade Steel: HCS 1718 Stainless
Re: Hardness: 57-59
Blade Length: 6-7/8
Overall Length: 13″

Micartas

One of the most durable materials is now available with the famous Ek "Handprint" grip. Affixed with three solid brass crosshead fasteners, each is ergonomically sculpted to fit the hand perfectly. This grip option makes these knives the best you could ever own.

Micarta Grip shown with the double-edged stiletto, single-edge stiletto and double-edged bowie blades and standard nylon sheath.

Blade Steel: HCS 1718 Stainless
Re: Hardness: 57-59
Large Thrower:
  Overall Length: 10″
Small Thrower:
  Overall Length: 8-1/4″

Throwers

Two sizes to fit the needs of every professional thrower and hunter. Both sizes feature two sets of the classic Ek scallops for a precise grip. The symmetrical design provides exceptional balance for throwing ease. The proven "Arrowhead" point means significant penetration with every hit. The Large Thrower comes as a single in a web belt sheath. The Small Professional Thrower comes in a set of six with a convenient Cordura roll bag. Both are regarded as the best throwers made.
CUSTOM WORK AND ACCESSORIES

The different styles available shown above are, from left to right, etching, gold-plating and blackening of the blade.

Ek Multi-Knife Lockable Display

Display up to eight Ek Knives and sheaths, on a countertop, table or shelf. Store extra knives inside. Hardwood with reverse painted glass. Size: 25" x 16" x 11".

Ek Cap and T-shirt

Whether you're in the field or working in the yard, the Ek Cap is handsome and useful, and it's handsewn by the same firm that makes them for Major League Baseball. Adjustable size in navy.

The 100% cotton Ek T-shirt is light gray with navy blue print on front pocket and back. Back reads "America's Finest Military Knives . . . Battle Proven in Four Wars," above the World War II, Korea, Vietnam and the Gulf service medals. Specify large or extra large.

1-800-468-5575

Personalization Available

We will personalize the blade with two lines of engraving of up to thirty characters each, including punctuation and spaces at a minimal cost.

Ek Individual Knife Display

Custom made of furniture-finished walnut, with sliding glass lid. Suitable for wall, shelf or table display. Specify color of velvet: black, maroon, olive drab or camouflage. Size: 15" x 15-1/2" x 2-3/4".

Ek Deluxe Leather Sheaths

Substitute or add an Ek deluxe leather sheath, in black leather. Retaining straps are removable. Includes 20 additional feet of olive drab parachute cord for lash-down. Handmade in America.

Deluxe and Standard Cordura Tactical Sheaths

Two sheath options for bowie or stiletto blades, any handle option.
S.W.A.T.s

Developed in conjunction with several S.W.A.T. units, they are among our most popular knives for all purposes. The Ek 550 lb. tensile-strength S.W.A.T. Black "Paragrip" with brass crossguard has created an effective working knife. (Also available in the boot knife, known as the "Agent Boot Knife.") Tested and proven by law enforcement and rescue personnel--a knife that can save your life!

S.W.A.T. Parachute Cord Grip shown with the single-edge stiletto, double-edged bowie and single-edge bowie blades and standard nylon sheath.

Woodstalker™

Introducing the best all-around field knife...the Woodstalker™. Featuring a blackened, non-reflective blade, the classic Ek full-length, full-width tang provides added strength in the field. The Woodstalker's solid maple handles, crafted with the ergonomic Ek "Handprint" design, provides extra gripping power so the knife won't let you down when you need it the most.

Stealth

Developed for the Special Operations community, this all-black, 13" bowie features a slip-resistant neoprene grip that is tougher than truck tires. Rust resistant and waterproof, this knife has taken all the punishment that Special Operations forces can dish out. The sharpest all-black blade on the market, this knife is great for night operations, underwater work and general use.

Blade Steel: HCS 1718 Stainless
Re: Hardness: 57-59
Blade Length: 6-7/8"
Overall Length: 13"

Blade Steel: HCS 1718 Stainless
Re: Hardness: 59
Blade Length: 6-7/8"
Overall Length: 13"
The Attack
New from Ek, the “Attack” was inspired by the famous Vietnam-era S.O.G. Bowie. It features StaminaWood handles, ergonomically ground with finger grips. It is destined to become a classic.

Blade Steel: HCS 1718 Stainless
Rc Hardness: 57-59
Blade Length: 6-7/8”
Overall Length: 13”

New from Ek for wild water sports... the Ek Ripcord collection. Bright neon handles available on our 7” Boot Knife blade. Great for kayaking, canoeing or other sports.

Shown from left to right are Desert Camo, Olive Drab, Jungle Camo and S.W.A.T. Black “paragrip” grip options.

Ek Knife Company
Toll Free Reservations:
1-800-468-5575

601 North Lombardy Street
Richmond, Virginia 23220
Telephone: (804) 257-7272
Fax: (804) 358-2179